April 26, 2022
To Whom It May Concern:
I highly recommend Heidi Weiskopf as a candidate for a position in your organization. I have
had the pleasure of working with Heidi in the education field in both formal and informal
settings. Heidi would be an asset to any group involved with the research, advocacy, and
instructional support of special education students.
Heidi is an intrinsically motivated, organized, and driven individual. In her prior professional
engagements, she has significant business experience with research, strategy, and presentation.
These skills are evident in her participation in meetings; Heidi consistently carries out extensive
research, dedicates significant time to preparation, and clearly communicates goals. She is detailoriented and is capable of managing multiple tasks and objectives simultaneously. In a
managerial setting, Heidi would oversee teams and see jobs to completion with ease.
As a parent, Heidi has been a thoroughly active member of the community of the school that her
children attend. She is consistently available as a volunteer to assist students with their learning
in math and reading or to support teachers with events and tasks. As a member of the school
community, Heidi has a passion for supporting students with special needs in education. She is a
tireless advocate for accessibility in education for these scholars. In her personal time, she has
undertaken extensive training in programs that support scholars in special education. She has
several certifications in Wilson Literacy; furthermore, she made the decision to train with this
program after conducting considerable research into the efficacy of existing language programs.
Heidi’s decisions are always carefully curated, comprehensive, and intentional. Heidi has formal
education in management and business that would greatly assist an organization in planning,
facilitating, and delivering special education instruction. She not only has a deeply valuable
professional skill set, but also key personal traits that denote a hardworking, galvanizing
employee.
If you have any additional questions regarding her background, please do not hesitate to contact
me.
Sincerely,
Taylor Stefaniak (neé Seeman)
Archway Classical Academy Cicero
5th Grade Lead Teacher & Math Interventionist 2-5
201-248-9429

